
1Empowering MSPs with the next-gen MDR

Single-platform security 
that works smoothly with 
their existing investments.
Zero disruptions from 
cyber attacks. 24x7 
security led by experts for 
stress-free operations.

What your customers 
get ?

|  Single platform solution to all vulnerabilities, threats, and compliance

What your business 
gets ?

Increased growth as a 
result of happy & secure 
customers. Your small and 
medium-sized customers 
gain the advantage of 
24x7 security. Improves 
trust across your 
stakeholders through 
seamless compliance and 
cyber security.

What your 
organization gets ?

Increased efficiency as a 
result of reduced stress on 
the security team. 24x7 
SOC that renders guides 
with in-depth insights on 
threats Guided 
remediation with analysts.

We understand that, as an MSP, managing between quality service and keeping customers secure from 
cyber attacks can be stressful. Especially when you are limited in terms of a skilled cyber security team 
or stressed from the never-ending loop of security alerts. What adds more fuel to the fire is the 
increasing cost and complexity of solutions every year, inevitably leading to reduced productivity and 
increased Mean Time To Respond.

Rest assured, our highly robust MDR solves all of these challenges through a single platform, allowing 
you to empower your customers' small, medium or large enterprises. Driven by AI and ML, it 
automatically attends to alerts, allowing security teams to focus on what is more important and serious. 
Through expert-guided remediation, they can get an in-depth view of TTPs (Tactics, Techniques, and 
Procedures).
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The cherry on top - SharkStriker SOC implements the best practices for automation empowering your 
existing security investments to function at their maximum potential fighting the most hidden and 
sophisticated threats. For times of serious incidents, our team provides much-needed support through 
expert analysis and incident response planning.

Empowering MSPs with the next-gen MDR

|  Values delivered

Our MDR offers enterprises a bird's eye view of your IT infrastructure’s 
cybersecurity posture.

360-degree visibility - All pervasive security in action!  

Expert-led triage - Spots threats like a predator!  
Our analysts work with your security team to render increased accuracy in 
training threats for highly accurate responses.

Seamless integration with all existing solutions - Works easily with what you 
have
SharkStriker’s MDR smoothly integrates with all the existing security investments 
rendering maximum ROI across your customers’ existing security investments.

Our MDR only takes 30 minutes (Maximum) for provision and deployment with free 
installation and setup from experts. 

Quick Deployment - Gets to work right away!

Round-the-clock monitoring - Eyes open, always!  
MDR works 24x7 for 365 days to monitor, identify and address threats across your 
customer’s IT infrastructure for undisputed security.
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|  Get max ROI with tailored pricing and add-on services

|  Complete protection against ransomware and breaches

|  Frogleap towards business growth with MDR 

Empowering MSPs with the next-gen MDR

Trouble finding a customer? Don’t worry we give you extensive sales and marketing support for 
unlocking new avenues for your business.

Get the most out of our MDR platform to make way for seamless business growth. Our tailored pricing 
and add-on services such as compliance management services will help you gain maximum ROI from 
MDR. 

MDR renders supreme protection against ransomware and breaches with 24x7 monitoring,

response. With file integrity monitoring, it ensures that your most sensitive data is protected at all
instantaneous response to threats, guided remediation from experts, and human-led incident

times.   

Ÿ Deploys deception technology and engages in dark web monitoring for catching cyber 
perpetrators.

Ÿ Full cycle incident response with unlimited incident coverage.
Ÿ Ensures compliance through continuous Log collection and retention.

Speak with our experts for a suitable pricing plan and to know more about our other
cybersecurity services.
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Phone: +1 925 5321900
Email: sales@sharkstriker.com
Website: www.sharkstriker.com

|  About SharkStriker
SharkStriker is a trailblazing cybersecurity services vendor with a mission to simplify cybersecurity for 
its partners across industries through its technologically driven human-led open architecture platform 
STRIEGO. It seeks to cater to some of the industry's most immediate challenges such as siloed 
cybersecurity,  increasing cost of cybersecurity solutions, changing regulatory environment, and 
increasing reliance on multiple vendors for multiple aspects of cybersecurity and compliance.    

With STRIEGO, SharkStriker is able to assist its network of partners and customers through effective 
augmentation of cybersecurity posture as per use cases, extending visibility, compliance 
management, and round-the-clock support for incident response.    

Through a team of threat-striking experts, they have made their presence across MEA, North 
America, Europe, and Asia.

|  Globally recognized, Globally trusted.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sharkstriker/
https://www.facebook.com/thesharkstriker/
https://twitter.com/TheSharkStriker
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-Rrin1Lio3SDagglJQ_Ptg
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